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The time has come for the second Australian Water Plant Study Group newsletter to be distributed 
to our members. 

The study group 
January 200 1, at 
Region of SGAP. 

was only officially formed in August 2000 and the first newsletter issued in 
this stage the only member of the group apart from myself was the Queensland 
Now some five months later the group has fourteen individual members and ten 

either region or branch members, again apart from myself. This I think is quite a good achievert~ent, 
but better things are expected as time progresses interest in this field will increase together with an 

L increased mmbership and consequently more effectiveness of the group. 
I 

I must apologise to some of the newer members of the group for my seeming, inactivity in 
answering correspondence. To this end I must stress that any queries you pass on to me will be 
answered either by conventional mail or by electronic means (ie E-mail). If the answer is to be by 
conventional mail then, because of the small h n d  reserve held by the group, unless a stamped 
addressed envelope is enclosed the reply will be enclosed with the next newsletter. On the other 
hand the low cost of E-mail allows for a much speedier response - so if you have E-mail access 
please acquaint me with your address. 

At this stage it is anticipated that only two(2) newsletters will be issued per year, but if information 
supplied by members (or others) is sufficient more newsletters will be issued. 

Your study group subscription covers the year from July one year to June the next and entitles all 
members to all newsletters and other information published within that year. With 3 0 ~  June fast 
approaching membership subscriptions are again due, this will be kept at $5.00 per annum as long 
as possible. 

If an orange dot appears to the right of this statement 
then your subscription is now due. 

Attached to this newsletter are two(2) questionaires, both of which I would like all members to 
complete and return to me. They will give me a much better understanding of who you are and what 
your particular interests are. No private information given will be passed on to any other member 
and utmost privacy is guaranteed. 



As to content of our newsletters , they are what you - the members- make them, if you don't 
express an opinion or contribute at all then you will receive what I, as leader and newsletter editor, 
am able to  put them. I would like all members to make an effort and contribute and the 'Members 
Questionaire' is one way you can d o  this. By suppling basic information as to what you are growing 
and in what conditions and/or what grows naturally in your area and in what conditions will help to 
build a picture hopehliy Australia wide. This does not preclude articles written by individual 
members or answers to questions posed by others being published. The more information I am 
supplied with the better your newsletter will be and don't think you must be an expert on the subject 
- your opinion is what counts. Information can be sent either by E-mail, fax or conventional post. I 
will endeavour to publish photographs supplied to me either as prints or colour transparencies and 
all photographs will be returned. 
Winter is now well and truly upon us and in my part of the world the vast majority of waterlilies 
have gone dormant for the winter period - they will of course return in their splendour as spring 
warms us up once again. Sedges and rushes continue to flower and seed but basically all things 
have slowed down somewhat including field excursions for members, Irene Champion in tropical 
Mackay feels that she will have to invest in a pair of waders - yes, even Mackay gets cold! 

Let our group continue to grow and prosper and with the-ASGAP Conference and Seminar-being 
held in Canberra this year in September/October, I hope to see many of you there. 

Ian. 



FROM YOUR CORRESPONDENCE 

Don Yates of River Heads Qld.writes: 
"Although the study group is called FVaterplants, how far out of the water is the study 
group to extend? " 

Waterplants are generally classed as those with a natural association in or near water, 
and are adapted to spend at least part of their life-cycle in fairly wet conditions. 

As this study group is to be a democratically run group with the members defining the 
bounds of study for the group this question is thrown back to all members. Please let 
me have your views! 
I personally, would like to see the bounds extended to comply with the above definition 
of a waterplant. 

Irene Champion of Mackay Qld.: 
"I have been trying to learn the most common sedges of the area for years" 

Can anybody help? 

"The local Melaleuca leucadendra swamps are decorated with Nymphia? gigantea at 
the moment (March). I've just collected a specimen to eventually send off to the Qld. 
Herbarium. Collected Nymphoides indica from another section of the swamps a week 

' J or so ago. 

Lucky you to have N. gigantea close to home and growing wild. Please let us know 
what the Qld. Herbarium has to say. 

Lyn Thompson of Woodford NSW: 

"One of our own ponds is very messy at the present. It doesn't have a pump and 
consequently needs more work to keep it clean. It was greatly helped by a small-leafed 
Marsillea we found at the Kuranga Nursery in Melbourne until our neighbours 
acquired two golden retrievers to whom the water was irresistible. They flopped in and 
splashed out water andplants then took off with the plants. 
The other pond never seems to change. It has a constant cover of an unidentiJiedplant 
we brought home from the pond at the Group's reserve and the frogs love it. " 

Perhaps we need an article on the care and maintenance of ponds?. If time permits I 
will endeavour to do this as well as construction details for a very simple biological 
filter made using an air pump. 

Lyn also enclosed a copy of a leaflet produced by the Blue Mountains Group entitled 
"Water Features". Lyn could this be reproduced in our newsletter please? 



Sue Guymer and Bill Aitchison of Donvale Victoria: 

"Our interest in Australian plants is very keen- although p re l y  amateur. We have been 
members of APS Victoria (Maroonclnh group) since 1987 and have an entirely nutiye 
garden, many indigenous. The garden is one acre in a bushy suburb in the east of 
hlelbourne. We planted from scratch in 1988 with the help of a wonderful landscaper 
who helped us to achieve a wildlife habitat garden. Il includes a lake which is 
approximately 20m X 1Om although irregular in shape, with a bridge across it. The 
plantings around the lake are wholly (we think) indigenous and we are rewarded by 
many wonderful bird visitors. 
We have also set up a bog garden in a terracotta tub a few months ago, planting with 
non-indigenous natives including Chorisandra enodis to blend with an area of garden 
featuring bluish foliage plants. " 

The scope of this study group need not be confined to plants we can grow in ponds, 
there is also the aspect of bog gardens both in containers and in the garden. Please let 
me know of plants you think would be suitable for these types of garden. 

Bob O'Neil of Wandin Victoria: 
"We have a 55m wide environmental dam-on our property, 3 years old, itJills early in 
winter and drops considerably in the summer/autumn. Needless to say, we have planted 
the perimeter of the dam with several species of rushes and reeds, all of which have 
done well. Ducks and grebes have rested there as have apair of spur-wingedplovers. 
Back from the water's margins, we have planted numerous shrubs, both for aesthetic 
and wildlife considerations. Water from the dam soaks through the banks, watering 
shrubs and grasses alike, so even in our semi-drought period the area is generally quite 
green" 
A number of frogs have colonised the area as well, setting up quite a chorus in 
season.. . " 

A wonderful use of a pleasing environmental addition to the garden, the self watering 
effect is an inspiration to those of us whose land may not hlly hold water in a dam. 

Rockhampton Branch Qld: 
Our special interest is food plants and in particular we are interested in their edible 
properties. Many waterlilies have edible parts not mentioned. " 

Maybe Lenore Lindsay, leader of the Australian Food Plant Study Group, would care to 
write an article for us on the edible properties of waterlilies as well as other native 
water plants? 



OTELLIA Pers. 

I .  Leaf-blades typically hlly submerged, broad-ovate to suborbicular, thin and 
translucent; spathe with 5-10 conspicuous longitudinal wings (or these sometimes 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  reduced ribs); seeds glabrous 0. alismoides 

2. Leaf-blades (of adult leaves) floating, elliptic to ovate, thick textured and opaque; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  spathe ribbed but without wings; seeds hairy ..O. ovalifolia 

Otellia alismoides (L.) Pers . 

Generally similar to OteIlia ovalifolin but with distinctive foliage and spathes. Leaves 
completely submerged in depths of up to 1.5m of fresh water, or partly emergent in shallower 
waters. Leaf-blades broad-ovate to suborbicular to strongly cordate, obtuse, to15 or 20cm 
wide and long, thin and translucent, Spathe with 5-10 longitudinal, somewhat crisped wings, 
2 of these more strongly developed than the remainder and to 0.5- 1 cm wide, or sometimes the 
wings obsolete and only rib-like. Seeds + or - ellipsoid, glabrous. Flowers are 2-3cm long, 
have three petals and are white with a yellow-spotted base. The cleistogamous flowers found 
in Otellia ovalifolia have not been reported for Otellia alismoides, but the normal flowers 
may undergo self-fertilization in the closed, submerged position when occurring on plants 
growing in water of too great a depth to allow the flowers to reach the surface (Ernst- 
Schwarzenback, 1956). 

Distribution. 

A northern, tropical species - Northern Territory (Darwin; Roper River), Queensland (south 
to Ipswich). Also north-eastern Africa, and common in Asia from India east to China and 
Japan, and southward throughout Malaysia (eg. Borneo, Celebes, Philippines, Java). 
Introduced in northern Italy. 



Otellin ovalijiolia (R.Br.) Rich. 

Common name: Swamp Lily 

Attached, emergent ,perennial. Leaves all radical: petioles to 60cm long, terete or plano- 
convex in cross-section and winged at the base; blades elliptical to ovate, obtuse, 2-16cm 
long, floating flat on the water surface, 5-7 longitudinal nerves and numerous transverse 
connecting veins, the venation more prominent on the lower surface than the upper. Flowers 
bisexual, single at the summit of stout peduncles and of two kinds, normal chasmogamous 
ones and cleistogamous ones, i.e. those in which self-fertilisation occurs within the unopened 
+ flower. Chasmogamous flowers large and conspicuous c. 5cm across, emergent on 
pedunculesup to 38cm long, each flower sessile within a thick-textured tubular, ridged, 2- 
lobed, green t o  purplish spathe 3-6cm long; sepals 3, lancelote, obtuse, 17-24mm long; 
petals 3, alternate to the sepals, cream-white with dark reddish-purple base, obovate to 
orbicular and creased lengthwise like a concertina, c. 3cm long, each with a yellow gland 
opposite it at the base; stamens in 3 groups opposite the sepals, each group ideally of  4 
stamens but sometimes reduced and then the total number of stamens 6-12; anthers yellow, 
conspicuous, linear, c. lcm long styles 6-9, about as long as  the anthers, longitudinally 
grooved, each with a 2-lobed stigma; ovary inferior, compressed-ellipsoid, 2-2.5cm long, 
uniocular with 6-9 inwardly projecting parietal placentas bearing ovules, the cavity of the 
ovary filled with a thick, clear mucilage; ovary beaked at the apex, the beak cylindrical and 
projecting from the spathe to display the floral parts attached at its apex. Fruit compressed- 
ellipsoid, capped by a persistent beak and sepals, sessile within the spathe, remaining attached 
to the peduncle which bends downwards and carries the fruit underwater where the seeds 
ripen; the fruit wall eventually dsintergrating to release the seeds. Seed + or - narrow- 
ellipsoid, 2.5-3rnm long, bearing numerous fine appressed hairs. 
Cleistogamous flowers submerged, on shorther peduncles, the spathe, ovary, and seeds 
essentially as described for the chasmogamous flowers but the ovary bearing only a small 
knob at its apex, and the whole ovary and knob remaining enclosed within the spathe; knob 
consisting of 3 hooded sepals 2-3mm long completely enclosing 3 small, alternate petals, 3 
groups of anthers, and the styles; anthers peculiar in opening by the disintegration of th&r 
inner walls and hence bringing the pollen into immediate contact with the stigmas (Ernst- 
Schwarzenbach, 1956). 

Seedlings first produce a number of juvenile, thin-textured, strap-like, linear-tapered leaves c. 
5-15cm long, before developing the adult foliage described above. Intermediate plants bearing 
both strap-like and bladed leaves are often found. It is quite common for small submerged 
plants bearing only juvenile foliage to produce very small (mostly< lcm), sessile or almost so, 
few-seeded cleistogamous flowers and fruits. 

Juvenile .forms may be confused in the vegetative state with small, narrow-leaved plants of 
Vcrllisrzera spiralis, but this latter species has a more obtuse leaf, shows a decidedly 
stoloniferous habit, and has very fine, minute teeth towards the leaf apex. Juvenile forms may 
also be confused with species of B l y a .  Adult bladed plants may be confhsed vegetatively 
with Aponogeton distcrchyorz, although the rooting systems and flowers are quite dissimilar. 

Fresh water only; mostly in still waters of lagoons, stock tanks, swamps and river 
backwashes, in depths from a few to 60cm on muddy bottoms, but also found in slow-moving 



streams, and occasionally in swift-flowing water where recorded with petioles up to 120cm 
long in a depth of 90cm. Occasionally troublesome in stock-tanks where the floating blades 
from numerous plants may cover the water surface and discourage stock from drinking. Seeds 
formed from both flower types are fertile and germinate readily in shallow water. Spread of 
the species is by seed, large numbers of juvenile plants usually being found in any Otellia 
population. Chasmogamous flowers November to March, with buds found in June and July; 
fruit present all the year. 

Distribution: 

West Australia (south-west, south of the Gascoyne River), Northern Territory (George Gill 
Range; Calvert and Mary Rivers), South Australia, Queensland, New South Wales and 
Victoria. In all mainland states and widespread, but not recorded from the northern half of 
West Australia. Also in New Caledonia. Introduced in New Zealand (North Island) where 
first noticed in 1897, and in ricefields in northern Italy. 

with 

Habit - adult form Habit - juvenile form 

Otellia ovalifolia 



Blyxn sp. 

Otel/in oIistnoicJes is highly suitable for tropical and sub-tropical regions Plants can 
be grorv~l in ponds, dn111s and also aquariums. It needs bri~flr li911t and warm water to 
thrive. Its winter growth period probably provides valuable food for birds and fish as 
well as accountin,o for the lack of availability of this species.Water birds readily eat it 
and it is common to find leaves and debris fio111 uprooted plants floating ill the water 
in areas in which it occurs. 

This species occurs in shallow water in Asia, where the entire plant except roots is 
cooked and eaten as a vegetable. 

O/cl/ia o~n/$din is an easily grown aquatic suitable for aquariums, ponds and dams. 
It is seldom troublesome, but can densely cover water surfaces, impeding water flow, 
or perhaps hindering stock from drinking . 

Both species resent disturbance and reproduce readily from seed, which germinate 
readily in war-ln s l i a l l ~ ~ v  water over sand or mud. 



References: 

:lq/~crlic Ple1tt1.s ofil/~.sfl.alia Helen I Aston 1973 
Ft'rrte~. Y1c1t11.s of 1Lre11l S ~ I I I I I  FK71e.s GR Saint). R: SWL Jacobs 198 1 
rl 1-i'elcJ Grlitk /o bVe/lcrtlc/Z'l~~t~t.s of C ) I I L J C ~ I . S ~ I I I ~ /  K Stephens R: R Dowling (in press) 
l<t~cyc/opet/ia C ~ A I I . S / I . L ~ I ~ ( ~ ~ ~  J'/c~t~/.s Elliott & Jones 

Chromosome numbers in waterlilies 

Since the question of chromosome numbers often comes up but the answers are not available in the 
popular literature, 1 thought it would be useful to list  lumbers for thc waterlilies which we grow. 
Some of these numbers were determined over 70 years ago for waterlily hybrids and cultivars that 
are no longer found in the trade, but they are included here because they have been described in the 
literature and used for hybridizing. 

First off, the base haploid chromosome number for the genus Nymphaea is ~ 1 4 .  Because the cells 
in a flowering plant contain chromosomes originating h r n  the union of two haploid gametes this 
number is designated as 2n. Consequently, the basic number of chromosomes [2n] in a cell is 2x or 
28 and the plants with this number arc called diploids. However, over the millions of years that the 
genus Nymphaea has existed on earth, mutations and hybrids occurred which caused the 
chromosomes in some cases to increase or decrease in number. When m increase is by whole 
number factors, these plants are called polyploids. Specifically, when 2n=3x, the plants are called 
triploids; when 2n=4x, the plants are called tetraploids; when 2n=6x, the plants are called 
hexaploids, etc., but the champion is our own hexadecaploicl N. gigantea wit11 2n=16~=224. In a 
few species where the number of C ~ M O S O M ~ S  are not a whole number multiple of the base 
number x, these are caused by mutations that altered the chromosome numbers by fbsion of 
formerly separate chromosomes or failure of some chromosomes to separate at meiosis. These 
plants Elre called ane~~ploids and me pointed out in the list below. It is interesting to note that some 
waterlily species are found. to have more than one chromosome number. This is because although 
some plants have great variability in their cytologicaI aspects; their physical appearance is not 
sufficiently different to cause botanists to separate them into individual species, Historically, 
chromosome numbers carried no taxonomic weight because the numbers were not available. 
Variations in chromosome numbers in a single species are most apparent in wide ranging species 
such as N. nlba, N. stellata, and N lotus. In the mid 1800s when botanist Robert Caspary was 
studying N alba, he noted nine distinguishable waterlily variations in popuIations that could be 
keyed to certain geographical locations. Accordingly, he assigned varietal names such as 
Nymphaea alba var.engystigrna; West Prussia, near Danzig. His large number of varieties with 
often modest differences proved too unwieldy for practical use, so Henry Canard only considered 
the most important variation fiom the type: h! alba var. rubra [from which all our red hardy 
waterlilies are derived]. Henry Conard's Monograph "The Waterlilics" gives a good summary of 
Caspary's work in this area. 



The Nyrnphaea chromosome data was scattered among the following references: 

Gupta, P. P. 1978. Cytology of Nymphaea. Cytologia 43:477-484 
Gupta, P. P. 1980. Evolutionary Trends of the Genus Nymphaea. Cytologia 
45:307-3 14 
Harada, Ititaro. 1952. Chromosome Studies of some Dicotyledonous Water 
Plants. Jap. Jour. Genet. 27:117-120 
Heslop-IImison, Yolande. 1955. Nymphaea. J. Ecology 43: 71 9-734 
Langlet, O m &  E. Soderberg. 1928. Uber die Chromosomenzahlen einiger 
Nymphaeaceen. Acta Hort i Bergiani 9 (4): 85- 104 
Wiersema, John H. 1 987. A Monograph of Nymphaea Subgenus Hydrocallis. 
Systemic Botany Monographs 16 

Below are the [2n] chromosome numbers for some Nymphaea species in alphabetical order. Note 
that since these numbers were determined at different periods in the past, that some names may be 
synonyms depending upon the nomenclature used at the time: 

N. alba: 48, 56, 64 Aneuploid, 84, 96 Aneuploid, 105 Aneuploid, 112, 160 
Aneuploid 
N. amazonurn: 18 Aneuploid 
N. caerulea: 28 
h? candida: ca 112, ca 160 [This may possibly be an aneuploid] 
N. capensis: 28 
N. capensis var. zanzibariensis: 28 
N. gigantea: 224 
N. jarnesoniana: 28 
N. lotus: 28, 56, 84 
N. mexicana: 56, 84 
N. micrantha: 56 
N. odorata: 84 
N. oxypetala: 84 
N prolifera: 18 Aneuploid 
N. rubra: 56,84,112 
N. stellata: 28, 56, 84 
h? tetragona: 84, 112, 120 Aneuploid 
1V. tuberosa: 84 

To complete the picture, here are the [2n] chromosome numbers for some other 
genera of the Family Nyrnphaeaceae: 

Victoria amazonica: 20 
Victoria cruziana: 24 
Victoria ?mperialis Hybridat: 22 [an early hybrid produced by Haage & 
Schmidt] 
Euryale ferox: 58 

International Water Garden Society Newsgroup 



History of Nymphaea 'Albert de Lestang' 

For many years in the first half of the twentieth century, the Missouri Botanical Garden would have 
on display a blue flowering specimen of the Australian native waterlily Xymphaea giganten. In 
1946 George Pring, Superintendent of the Garden, received a package of seeds horn Robert 
Trickett, volunteer worker at the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew, a package of seeds purported to 
be of the white flowered form of Nymphaea gigantea. These had been gathered by aborigines in the 
vicinity of Adels Grove Botanic Garden operated by AIkrt de Lestang in NW Quecnsland, 
Australia. In his letters to Bob Trickett, Nbert de Lestang said that he hoped that the seeds would 
turn out all right but that the white lilies often grew among the blue ones and is irregular in its 
appearance. He had not seen it in two years, consequently 11e had to depend upon the aborigines to 
do the collecting for him during their wanderings. 

The seeds were sprouted in 1946 and grown on though 1947, both at the Missoriri Botanic Gardens 
and by Arthur Proebstle of Brazoria, Texas, who ofien collaborated with the Garden in growing 
Waterlaes. The resulting plants had three color forms, the typical blue of N. gigantea, the pure 
white Nymphnea gigantes f o m  alba as listed in H. S. Conard's "A Monograph of the Genus 
Nympham" in 1905, and a form which had flowers pale blue the first day but later bleaching to 
pure white. The intermediate fbrm between the tvhite and blue was named in honor of Albert de 
Lestang who was instmmental in working with the aborigines to find the seeds. 

The above history was reported by Pring in more detail in the Missouri Botanical Bulletins 3.553- 
56 & 36:62-65. 

Tubers of all the forms were made available to botanic gardens and commercial growers, but only 
the pure white form had any popularity. This was because it had the characteristic of after closing 
the fist evening, it remained open for the next 4 or 5 days and nights. However it disappeared 
from catalogs by 1970 because it had the unforfxnate habit of tubering off immediately aRer the 
customer received the waterlily instead of it growing on. By 1976, the form 'Albert de Lestang' 
was also so hard to k d  that Kenneth Landon, in his effort to grow all known forms of subgenus 
Anecphya, had to import it fiom the wholesale waterlily grower E. H. Wilfiw of Nstonville, 
NSW, Australia. (Note: E. H. Williams shares his metllod of producing tropical waterlily tubers in 
the IWGS Water Garden Journal, 15 (4):34-39). 

Toward the end of the twentieth century, the cultivar 'Albert de Lestang' started to appear on 
grower's lists. However, it is known that the original cultivar is only a selected fertile seedling 
from a wild population of Northern Queemland waterlilies. Personal observations in the vicinity of 
the original seed collection h m  shown that there are many populations of mixed pink, blue, and 
white waterlily forms growing in the same pond. In addition, the growth habits we also variable in 
a given population, some keep the flowers open day and night, others do not. The most interesting 
observation is that when these waterlilies are transplanted into other habitats, the aforementioned 
habits can change, e.g. a pink form can change to a blue form (Arthur Proebstle observed this in his 
early collections which is the reason Kenneth Landon called the newly found fixed pink variety 
"neorosea"), or a day and night bloomer in a greenhouse can revert to closing at night in the open 
air. There is much to learn in this newly expanded interest of growing the various forms of 
subgenus Anecphya. 

International Water Garden Society Newsgroup 



Association of Societies for Growing Australian Plants Inc. 

AUSTRALIAN WATER PLANTS 
Study Group 

MEMBERS QUESTIONAJRE 

.................................. ....................................................................... Name Date 

.................................. Address ....................................................................... State 

.................................. ....................................................................... Post code 

.................................. ................................................... Phone Number Fax Number 

................................................... E-mail address 

................................................... .................................. Your particular interest .................... 

.......................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................... 

........................................................................................................ 

................. Species you are growing 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. Growing conditions 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

.................................. Species growing Growing conditions 
naturally in your area .................................. 

Please return this questionaire to: 

Ian Waldron 
PO Box 134 
JIMBOOM RA Qld 4280. 



STUDY GROUP MEMBERS PROFILE 

As a member of a Society for Growing Australian Plants or an Australian Plants Society 
member, I would like to invite you to complete this short questionnaire to create a profile of 
the types of people who belong to this study group. 

Yours sincerely, 
Ian Waldron. 

All questions are either short answers, no more than a couple of words, or involve ticking a 
box. 

................................................... 1. Which other study groups do you belong to? 
............................................................................................................. 

.................... 2. How many newsletters do you receive from them per year on average?. 

..................................................... 3. What is the average length per newsletter?. 

4. From the list below please indicate which item(s) represent some of the entitlements, you 
receive from a study group: 

...................... Meet new people 0 Newsletters 0 Other (Please specify 

Information 0 Seed 0 Cuttings 0 Contacts 0 
5. Which word(s) would describe why you became a member of the study group (please tick 
one box only: 

Necessity 0 Interest and/or curiosity Issues and topics 0 
6. Do you attend meetings of your Society for Growing Australain Plants or Australian 

Plants Society? 

Yes 0 No 0 
7. Are these meetings located in a - Capital City 0 Metropolitan 0 Regional 0 

..................................................... 8. To which other organizations do you belong?. 
................................................................................................................. 

Optional questions which you may or may not choose to answer: 

.................................................... Your name?. 

Please circle the appropriate numbers to indicate your age bracket: 

Thank you for A completing this survey. Please return it to: 

Ian ~ a l d r o n  
PO Box 134, 
JIMBOOMBA. 4280. 

over 76 




